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Recent Advances in Sewer Drain Cleanup Solutions
Sanitary sewer lines and drain pipes have been around for hundreds of years in one form or
another. It's difficult to think, though, that until the last century roughly, fixing a simple clog in a
sewer drain would be a major project that can require long digging, locating and labor.

Today, as a result of better technology, plumbers and drain cleaners are able to locate and
correct clogs and breakages quickly and easily, sometimes without the need to excavate the
pipes themselves. Drain video cameras and locating devices, sewer snake augers and high-
pressure water jetting systems are making professional drain cleaning an essential and cost-
effective option for home and business owners.

Drain video cameras certainly are a recent innovation in sewer cleaning technology that allow
plumbers to determine the interior of your pipes without excavating. A small camera at the
conclusion over a flexible cable is pushed through the drain, plus an image is shipped to a
attached closed-circuit television unit. Experienced drain cleaners are able to ascertain a lot of
information using this method, including when a clog or break can be found, precisely what is
required to remedy it, and what a drain or pipe is made.

When it is determined that tree roots are the cause of your drain clog (perhaps the most
common symptom in older clay tile drains), then your problem can usually be repaired quickly
and merely by using a drain snake auger. Drain snakes rotate a strong auger following a
metallic cable that cuts away obstructions and allows water circulation freely through the drain
again. Drain snake augers have been established for pretty much a hundred years, and they
also still work on the same concept today.

If the drain clog is particularly difficult, including built-up grease, grit and debris that will not
respond to a drain snake auger, then high-pressure water jetting could be in order. High-
pressure water jetting systems are sophisticated tools that blast grease and clogs from drains
which enable it to often build your sewer pipes appear like new again. This can be a more
expensive option, but is generally a must if the drains are severely clogged.

The main element to reaping the main advantages of better technology and keeping your
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drains functional is regular drain cleaning and servicing. If you have faced clogged drains
before, then most likely they will clog again in the foreseeable future. By scheduling yearly
inspections and drain cleanings, it is possible to not waste time and funds by preventing an
even more serious issue from developing.

More details about Kanalizacionnyj izmel'chitel check out this useful site.
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